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Abstract. This paper presents the new stiff solvers of the new version
2.2 of the Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP). Taking a set of chemical reactions
and their rate coefficients as input, KPP generates Fortran90, Fortran77,
Matlab, or C code for the temporal integration of the kinetic system.
Efficiency is obtained by carefully exploiting the sparsity structures of
the Jacobian and of the Hessian. A set of integration methods was added
to the comprehensive suite of stiff numerical integrators. Moreover, KPP
is now ready do be used to generate the tangent linear model, as well as
the continuous and discrete adjoint models of the chemical system to do
sensitivity analysis.

1 Introduction

The application of computer modeling in atmospheric chemistry requires efficient
tools for simulation and analysis of chemical reaction mechanisms. Due to the
side by side existence of very stable (e.g., CH4) and very reactive (e.g., O1D)
species numerically challenging software has been developed to integrate stiff
ordinary differential equations (ODEs), e.g., Facsimile [6], AutoChem [19], Spack
[7], Chemkin [20], Odepack [21] , and KPP [1].

Many academic, research, and industry groups in different countries are cur-
rently using KPP [8, 9, 11, 12, 10]. The Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM [22])
now provides the option for output in KPP syntax. In this paper we focus on
new integrators introduced in version 2.2 of KPP. These integrators allow for
high accuracy in efficient simulation of chemical kinetic systems in Fortran90
and Matlab.

The paper is organized as follows. A short overview of usage for KPP is given.
The new integrators are presented in Sec. 3. Here we show the mathematical
background and mention implementation details. Section 4 shows results from
applying the solvers to a chemical system. The conclusion finally is presented in
Sec. 5.

2 The Kinetic PreProcessor KPP

The Kinetic PreProcessor KPP [1, 2, 3] is a software tool that assists the com-
puter simulation of chemical kinetic systems. The concentrations of a chemical
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system evolve in time according to the differential law of mass action kinet-
ics. A numerical simulation requires an implementation of the differential laws
and a numerical integration in time. KPP is currently being used by many aca-
demic, research, and industry groups in several countries [8, 9, 11, 12, 10]. The
well-established Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM [22]) has also recently been
modified to add the option of producing output in KPP syntax.

KPP translates a specification of the chemical mechanism into Fortran77, For-
tran90, C, or Matlab simulation code that implements the concentration time
derivative function, its Jacobian, and it Hessian, together with a suitable numer-
ical integration scheme. Sparsity in Jacobian/Hessian is carefully exploited in or-
der to obtain computational efficiency. Fortran90 is the programming language of
choice for the vast majority of scientific applications. Matlab [25] provides a high-
level programming environment for algorithm development, numerical computa-
tions, and data analysis and visualization. The Matlab code produced by KPP
allows a rapid implementation and analysis of a specific chemical mechanism.

KPP incorporates a library with several widely used atmospheric chemistry
mechanisms; the users can add their own chemical mechanisms to the library.
KPP also includes a comprehensive suite of stiff numerical integrators. The KPP
development environment is designed in a modular fashion and allows for rapid
prototyping of new chemical kinetic schemes as well as new numerical integration
methods.

A summary of KPP generated routines is given below:

1. Fun: the time derivative of concentrations;
2. Jac, Jac SP: Jacobian of Fun in full or in sparse format;
3. KppDecomp: sparse LU decomposition for the Jacobian;
4. KppSolve, KppSolveTR: solve sparse system with the Jacobian matrix and

its transpose;
5. Jac SP Vec, JacTR SP Vec: sparse Jacobian (transposed or not) times vec-

tor;
6. The stoichiometric matrix STOICM;
7. ReactantProd: vector of reaction rates;
8. JacReactantProd: the Jacobian of the above;
9. dFun dRcoeff: derivatives of Fun with respect to reaction coefficients (in

sparse format);
10. dJac dRcoeff: derivatives of Jac with respect to reaction coefficients times

user vector;
11. Hess: the Hessian of Fun; this 3-tensor is represented in sparse format;
12. Hess Vec, HessTR Vec: Hessian (or its transpose) times user vectors; same

as the derivative of Jacobian (transposed) vector product times vector.

3 The Numerical Integrators

The new numerical integrators expand the original set of stiff solvers for ODEs
for chemical kinetic systems. The KPP numerical library provides implementa-
tions of several stiff numerical solvers. Efficiency is obtained through the use
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of sparse linear algebra routines generated by KPP. Several Rosenbrock meth-
ods of various orders are implemented in KPP [4]. These methods have proved
to be very efficient on many applications, and especially in atmospheric chem-
istry. The variable order stiff extrapolation code SEULEX [14] is able to produce
highly accurate solutions. The Livermore ODE solver (LSODE, LSODES [16])
implements backward differentiation formula (BDF) methods for stiff problems.
The solver VODE [17] uses a different formulation of backward differentiation
formulas. The BDF-based direct-decoupled sensitivity integrator ODESSA [15]
has been modified to use the KPP sparse linear algebra routines.

In this paper we focus on the new implementations of stiff Runge-Kutta meth-
ods which have been added to the KPP library. A general s-stage Runge-Kutta
method is defined as [13]

yn+1 = yn + h

s∑

i=1

biki , Ti = tn + cih , Yi = yn + h

s∑

j=1

aijkj ,

ki = f ( Ti, Yi ) ,

(1)

where the coefficients aij , bi and ci are prescribed for the desired accuracy and
stability properties. The stage derivative values ki are defined implicitly, and
require solving a (set of) nonlinear system(s). Singly diagonally-implicit Runge-
Kutta (SDIRK) methods [13] are defined by (1) with the coefficients aii = γ and
ai,j = 0 for all i and j > i.

Two families of solvers have been added to the KPP library, with multiples
methods within each family. These methods are discussed next.

Fully implicit Runge-Kutta methods. The three stage Radau-2A is a Runge-
Kutta method of order 5 based on Radau-IIA quadrature and stiffly accurate.
While Radau-2A is relatively expensive (when compared to the Rosenbrock
methods), it is more robust and is useful to obtain accurate reference solutions.
The discrete adjoint of Radau-2A methods are the Radau-1A methods with the
same number of stages; therefore the discrete adjoints of Radau-2A methods
are not stiffly accurate. The three stage Lobatto-3C method of order 4 is an-
other stiffly accurate method, whose discrete adjoint is the Lobatto-3C method

Table 1. The coefficients of Radau-2A method (left) of order 5 and of the Lobatto-3C
method (right) of order 4
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Table 2. The coefficients of Sdirk-2a (left), Sdirk-2b (middle), and Sdirk-3a (right)
methods. All methods have order 2.
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itself. Thus the discrete adjoint is stiffly accurate. The Butcher tableaus for these
methods are presented in table 1.

Singly-diagonally-implicit Runge-Kutta methods. Sdirk-2 are 2-stage, L-stable,
stiffly accurate methods of order 2. The choice γ = 1−√

2/2 (Sdirk-2a) is more
accurate, while the choice γ = 1 +

√
2/2 (Sdirk-2b) may be advantageous when

a non-negative numerical solution (concentrations) are needed.
Sdirk-3a is a 3-stage, second order, stiffly accurate method. Its coefficients are

chosen such that the discrete adjoint is also stiffly accurate.
The methods Sdirk-4 are the fourth order L-stable singly-diagonally-implicit

Runge-Kutta methods developed by Hairer and Wanner [14]. Specifically, Sdirk-
4a is the method with γ = 4/15 and Sdirk-4b the method with γ = 1/4. The
coefficients of these methods are given in [14] and not reproduced here.

Implementation Aspects. Following [14, Section IV.8], for implementation pur-
poses (1) is written in terms of the variables Zi = Yi − yn. Replacing the nonlin-
ear system in ki by a nonlinear system in Zi has numerical advantages for stiff
systems where f has a large Lipschitz constant. With the compact notation

Z =
[
Z1 · · ·Zs

]T

, F (Z) =
[
f (T1, yn + Z1 ) · · · f (Ts, yn + Zs)

]T

,

the nonlinear system (1) in Z is

Z = (hA ⊗ In) · F (Z) , (2)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. This system can be solved by simplified
Newton iterations of the form

[Ins − hA ⊗ J ( tn, yn )] · ΔZ [m] = Z [m] − (hA ⊗ I) F [m]

Z [m+1] = Z [m] − ΔZ [m] (3)

with J the Jacobian of the ODE function. The linear systems in (3) have dimen-
sion ns × ns. For SDIRK methods (3) is a sequence of s nonlinear systems of
dimension n × n. For fully implicit methods a transformation of the system (3)
to complex form is used following [14].
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Using the implementations of the forward routines, integrators for the tangent
linear model (TLM) and adjoint model (ADJ) were developed. Each family of for-
ward methods (implicit Runge-Kutta, singly-diagonally-implicit Runge-Kutta,
and Rosenbrock methods) was extended to calculate the TLM, the generated
result is the sensitivity matrix.

Small perturbations of the solution (due to small changes δy0 in the initial
conditions) propagate forward in time according to the tangent linear model.
The variation of (1) is equivalent to applying the Runge-Kutta to the sensitivity
equation to get the tangent linear Runge-Kutta methods:

yn+1 = yn + h

s∑

i=1

biki , δyn+1 = δyn + h

s∑

i=1

bi�i ,

Yi = yn + h
s∑

j=1

aijkj , δYi = δyn + h
s∑

j=1

aij�j ,

ki = f (Ti, Yi ) , �i = J (Ti, Yi) · δYi .

(4)

The system (4) is linear and does not require an iterative procedure. However,
even for a SDIRK method (aij = 0 for i > j and aii = γ) each stage requires
the LU factorization of a different matrix. To avoid repeated factorizations our
implementation solves the linear system (4) by iterations of the form (3), re-using
the LU decomposition of the matrix based on J(tn, yn).

The adjoint methods present the final additions to the library of integrators.
By solving the system in forward mode and using checkpoints to save the states
at each step of the computation the sensitivity matrix is calculated in backward
mode on these checkpoints.

The discrete adjoint of the Runge-Kutta method (1) is

ui = h JT (Ti, Yi) ·
⎛

⎝biλ
n+1 +

s∑

j=1

aj,iuj

⎞

⎠ , i = s, · · · , 1 (5)

λn = λn+1 +
s∑

j=1

uj .

For bi �= 0 the RK adjoint can be rewritten as another Runge-Kutta method. To
avoid repeated factorizations our implementation solves the linear system (5) by
iterations of the form (3), re-using the LU decomposition of the matrix based
on J(tn, yn). The forward backward substitutions correspond to the transpose
of the system (3).

4 Application and Results

In this section we illustrate the behavior of the new integrators applied to a
chemical model. The computations were tested against an independent code:
Fortran77 SEULEX stiff differential equations solver by Hairer and Wanner [14].
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4.1 The Chemical Model

The chemical model chosen is the SAPRC99 model [18]. It includes 74 species
and 211 chemical reaction equations on these species. The tests were performed
on data after a 24 hour stabilizing period. The integrators were applied on a 24
hour interval. Emissions have been included in the computations.

4.2 Forward Methods

All new solvers have been tested thoroughly. The forward integrators were tested
on the full range of relative error tolerances of 10−1 up to 10−8. The absolute
error tolerances were adjusted accordingly (103 · rel tol). Results can be seen
in Fig. 1. While the implicit Runge-Kutta methods Radau-2A and Lobatto-3C
are still very time efficient at high accuracy, the Rosenbrock and Sdirk methods
are very efficient in lower accuracy areas. The Rodas-4 integrator shows very
powerful and fast performance in our application.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of time efficiency and accuracy of forward Runge-Kutta, Rosen-
brock and Sdirk methods

4.3 Tangent Linear Methods

Main feature of the new implementation are the sensitivity calculations. The
Tangent Linear Model provides the background for the TLM-solvers. The tested
relative error tolerances were 10−3, 10−6, 10−9, and 10−12. The default settings
of Radau-2A stopped the calculations when applying the tolerance of 10−12

- to many steps were used, here we didn’t report a result. Figure 2 presents
four exemplary results when using the newly implemented integrators. Time-
efficiency of Sdirk-4B is the best for any lower accuracy in our model.

4.4 Adjoint Methods

The adjoint methods also provide the sensitivity matrix. The backward scheme
requires a large amount of memory storage for results of the forward computa-
tion. In order to obtain higher accuracy, even more memory will be used. We
have tested our code on error tolerances of 10−3, 10−6, and 10−9. Here, Rodas-
4 outperformed Sdirk-4B. In the future we will also implement adjoints based
on Radau-2A and Lobatto-3C, because they may achieve higher efficiency on
increased accuracy.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of time efficiency and accuracy of tangent linear model (left) and
adjoint model (right)

5 Conclusion

State-of-the-art and high-order stiff ODE integrators were added to the library
of the widely-used software environment KPP. The new forward methods can
achieve a high accuracy. The stability matrix of the species can be computed by
using the newly implemented tangent linear model methods as well as adjoint
methods. Researchers will now be enabled to easily include stability considera-
tions into their model.

The KPP-2.2 source code is distributed under the provisions of the GNU
public license [23] and is available on the web [24].
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